Aquatics
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2018 Year In Review
The city aquatic facilities include the St. Joseph Aquatic Park, 402 South Noyes
Boulevard, and Krug Pool at Northside Complex, 3541 St. Joseph Avenue. The
two swimming facilities offered a variety of features and services to the public
in 2018.

The slides are a popular activity at the Aquatic Park
The aquatic park is a full-service aquatic facility that includes a 300’ lazy
river, zero depth beach entry, two water slides, diving well, children’s play
structure, waterfall, sun deck, and full-service concession stand. Krug pool is
a more traditional swimming pool with children’s pool, diving board, and
sun deck. Pricing for Krug Pool is $1 less per entry than that of the Aquatic
Park. Both pools open at the end of May and close prior to school beginning
in mid-August. In 2018, a climbing wall and log roll were added to the Krug
Pool to provide more entertainment for people visiting this pool.
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View of lazy river, slides, and full-size pool at the Aquatic Park
In 2018, the Aquatic Park was open seven days a week. As a result of limited
lifeguard availability, the Aquatic Park reduced the hours of operation on
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday for a second year. Krug Pool was open three days
a week on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. The three-day operation at Krug
Pool was determined the best approach after the pool was completely closed
in 2014. Attendance numbers in 2013, 2015, and 2016 along with an overall
staff shortage didn’t justify or allow for a seven-day operation.
In 2018, attendance
at the Aquatic Park
was 23,281, down
from 23,851, in 2017.
Attendance for 2016
was 34,002 people.
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Attendance at Krug Pool
for 2018 was 1,896,
down from 2,858 in
2017. Attendance for
2016 was 2,368 people.

Krug Pool
In 2018, the City of St. Joseph Parks continued to work closely with Missouri
Western State University (MWSU) for programming purposes at the newly
renovated Thomas Eagleton Indoor Pool, located at 4525 Downs Drive.
Aquatics staff continued offering year-round swim lessons, lifeguard training
and other water safety programs at the indoor facility in 2018. As the swim
lesson program continues to grow, all lessons are now held at the climate-
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controlled indoor facility. A pilot program was developed for a water walking
fitness class. This has been a popular program and will continue as a full
program in 2019.
With the addition of a Master’s Swim Club in 2017 and continuation of the
club in 2018, the Parks Department is proud to return to offering
programming for citizens of all ages.

Staffing challenges continued to be a
pressing issue, once again, for this
program. The very low lifeguard numbers
from 2014 were addressed by an
aggressive marketing and recruiting
campaign in 2015, 2016, and 2017. In
2018, lifeguard availability and scheduling
challenges remained due to special
scheduling requests and lack of consistent
availability of lifeguards. To address the
lifeguard shortage issue, it was decided to offer free lifeguard training. This
training netted 30 participants. A continuation of the lifeguard retention
program was once again used for the fourth-straight year contributing
significantly to the end-of-season staff retention rates. Lifeguards who
worked their entire schedule from beginning to end of the swim season
received $200 or $400, depending on their level of certification. Other criteria
such as attendance and participation in training activities were also taken into
consideration. At the end of the 2018 season, 16 individuals qualified for the
retention program, while 18 were eligible in 2017, 23 in 2016, and 18 in
2015.
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As in the past, 2018 saw its challenges. Aging facilities and equipment,
ongoing lifeguard shortages, along with climbing operating costs and
stagnant revenues continue to be difficult to overcome. With the last major
renovation for the Aquatic Park and Krug Pool taking place in 2005 existing
equipment and infrastructure requires rehabilitation. For continued
patronage, new and improved features need to be added. 2018 was a difficult
year at the Aquatic Park. A large leak developed that resulted in continued
filling of the pool throughout the season, causing large water bills. In the near
future, the city will be faced with decisions on repairs, improvements,
renovations, and possibly different options for aquatic recreation.

Looking forward to 2019:
•
•
•
•
•

Adding water fitness program to permanent aquatic program offerings
Continued free lifeguard training
Continuation of the lifeguard retention program
Evolution of the swim lesson program
Repairs to the aquatic park

Find us on:

@stjoeaquatics

